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In this paper we study the oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of the solutions 
of delay differential equations of the form 
xqt)+f(t,x[t-z],X’[t-fJ])=O, n even, 
by comparing with certain differential equations of the same or lower order whose 
behavior is known. The obtained criteria can be applied to the delay differential 
equation 
x(“)(t)+q(t) Ix[t-r]l” \x’[t-a]l@signx[t-t]=O, n even, 
where A and 9 are positive constants. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the delay differential equation 
x’“‘(t)+f(t,x[t-z],x.[t-o])=O, n is even, (1) 
where f: [to, co) x R2 + R= (--a, co) is continuous and r and cr are 
nonnegative constants with IJ 3 r. 
We assume that there exist a continuous function 4: [to, co) + [0, co) 
and positive numbers I and p such that 
.04x, ~)sgnx2q(t) l-4’ IYI~ for tat,andxy#O (2) 
and q(t) is not identically zero on any ray of the form [t*, co) for some 
t* 2 to. 
In what follows, we consider only the “nonconstant” solutions of Eq. (1) 
which are defined for all large r. The oscillatory character is considered in 
the usual sense, i.e., a solution of Eq. (1) is called oscillatory if it has no last 
zero, otherwise, it is called nonoscillatory. Equation (1) is said to be 
oscillatory if all of its solutions are oscillatory. 
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In recent years there has been an increasing interest in studying the 
qualitative behavior of solutions of both ordinary and functional differen- 
tial equations of arbitrary order of the type (1). For results on the 
oscillatory behavior of first order s. r. grace, the reader is referred to the 
papers [ 11, 121; for a recent contribution to the oscillatory theory for 
second order equations, we refer to the papers [2, 3,201, and for results on 
the oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of higher order equations, we 
choose to refer to the papers [l, 4-10, 13-19-J and references cited therein. 
Most of the literature, however, has been concerned with equations of 
the form 
x(“)(t) +f(t, xCg(t)l) = 0, 
where f: [to, co) x R + R, g: [to, co) + R are continuous and 
lim t-cc g(t) = co, and it seems that little is known about equations which 
involve a lower quasi-derivative x’; see, [2, 13, 201. 
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to establish some new criteria for 
the oscillation of Eq. (1). In this paper, we reduce the problem of the 
oscillation of the solutions of nonlinear s. r. grace of the type (1) to the 
problem of the oscillation of a certain set of differential equations of the 
same order or less. The obtained criteria extend some of the results of 
Lovelady [14] in such a way that they can be applied in cases of nonlinear 
s. r. grace of the form 
x(“)(t)+q(t) Ix[t-z]l” Ix.[t-~]I~sgnx[t--z]=O, 
where 1 and p are positive constants. Also, we show that the results of this 
paper can be applied to cases in which criteria in [13] are not applicable. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
For our purpose, we need the following two lemmas. The first of these 
lemmas is an adaptation of a well-known lemma due to Kiguradze [lo], 
while for the second one we refer to [ 151. 
LEMMA 1. Let u be a positive and m-times dyferentiable on an interval 
[to, co). zf dm) is of constant sign and not identically zero on any interval 
[T, co), T> to, then there exist a t, > t, and an integer I, 0 < 1~ m - 1 with 
m + I odd for u(“‘) nonpositive or m-k I even for u@” nonnegative and such 
that for every t, 2 t,. 
I> 0 impIies u(j)(t) > 0 
I,<n-1 impZie$(-l)‘+jzP(t)>O 
(j= 0, 1, . ..) I) 
(j= I, + 1, . ..) m + 1). 
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LEMMA 2. Let u be as in Lemma 1. Zf lim, _ oD u(t) # 0, then for every 0, 
0<8< 1, we have 
e 
u(t)’ (m _ l)! - tm- Vm- ‘j(t) 
for all large t. 
THEOREM 1. Let condition (2) hold. If, for every c > 0, the equation 
x(“jt)+cq(t) ]x[t-r]]“sgnx[t-r]=O, (3) 
is oscillatory, and for every c* > 0, all bounded solutions of the equation 
Y ‘“-“(t)+c*q(t)\y[t-o]lpsgn y[t-a]=O, (4) 
are oscillatory, then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1). Without loss of 
generality, assume that x(t) # 0 for t > t,. Furthermore, we assume that 
x(t)>0 for t2 to, since the substitution u = -x transforms Eq. (1) into an 
equation of the same form subject to the assumptions of the theorem. 
By Lemma 1, there exist a t, > t, and an integer 16 (1, 3, . . . . n - l} such 
that for t > t1 
X(Q( t) > 0 (k=O, 1, . ..) I), 
(-l)‘+vk)(t)>O (k=l,l+l,..., n-l). 
(5) 
Let l>l. From (5), we have x.(t)>0 and x.-(t)>0 for t>tl. Thus, there 
exist a t2 > tl and a constant k > 0 such that 
x*[t-o]>,k>O for tat*. (6) 
Using (2) and (6) in Eq. (l), we obtain 
X’“‘(t)+k@q(t)(x[t-z])AdO for t2 tl. 
Therefore, as pointed out by Foster and Grimmer [l], 
x’“‘(t) + k”q(t)(x[t --?I)” =o, 
has a positive solution, which is a contradiction. 
Next, let 1= 1. From (5), we obtain x(t) > 0, x.(t) > 0 and x”(t) < 0 for 
t >/ t,. There exist a t2 B tl and a constant k* > 0 so that 
x[t-z]kk”>O for t2tZ. (7) 
Using (2) and (7) in Eq. (l), we have 
x’“‘(t)+(k*)“q(t)(x.[t-a])“<0 for t> t,. 
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Setting v(t) = x-(t) for t 2 t,, 
Y ‘“-‘)(t)+(k*)“q(t)(y[t-a])“<0 for tat*. (8) 
Thus, (8) has an eventually positive solution. This implies the existence of 
an eventually positive solution of (4) (by [ 1, Lemma 1 I), a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let condition (2) hold. If for every c > 0, Eq. (3) is 
oscillatory and for every c* in (0, l), all bounded solutions of the equation 
Y ‘“-“(t)+c*t”q(t) Iy[t-z]l”+“sgny[t-T]=O, (9) 
are oscillatory, then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1) say x(t) > 0 for 
t > t,. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we choose t, > t, so that 
(5) holds for t > t 1. The proof in case I> 1 can be carried out as described 
in the proof of Theorem 1 and will not be done here. Next, let I= 1. From 
(5) we have x(t) > 0, x’(t) > 0, x.(t) -C 0 for t > t, . By Lemma 2, there exist 
a t22 t, and 19~ in (0, 1) such that 
x[t-z]2B1tx.[t-z] for t2tz. (10) 
Using (2) and (10) in Eq. (1) we obtain 
x(“)(t) + q(t)(t9, tx*[t - z])” (x[t - a])” < 0 for tat,, 
or 
X’“‘(t)+e;t”q(t)(x*[t-z])“+‘“<O for t2 tl. 
Let y(t)=x(t) for t> t,, we obtain 
Y ‘“-“(t)+e.:t”q(t)(y[t-z])“+%o for tat*. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and hence is omitted. 
The following theorem deals with the oscillatory and asymptotic 
behavior of Eq. (1). 
THEOREM 3. Let condition (2) hold. If for every c > 0, Eq. (3) is 
oscillatory and for all c* > 0, every solution y of Eq. (4) is either oscillatory 
or y(‘)(t) + 0 monotonically as t + 00, i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 2, then every solution x 
of Eq. (1) is either oscillatory or x”‘(t) + 0 monotonically as t + 00, 
i= 1,2, . . . . n- 1. 
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Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1). Assume 
x(t) > 0 for t > t,. By Lemma 1, there exist a t, > t, and an integer 
1E (1, 3, . ..) n-l} such that (5) holds for tat,. The proof in case l>l is 
similar to that case in Theorem 1 and hence is omitted. Now, let 1= 1. As 
in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain (8) and by applying [ 1, Lemma 1 ] 
or [9, Theorem], we obtain the desired conclusion. 
The following example is illustrative. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the differential equation 
X(4)(t)+24ot-“*(t-p(X[t-2])3 Jx*[t-T]j”=o, t>o, (El) 
where ,u and z are positive numbers. 
Let 0 <CL < 1. It is easy to check that, the equation 
X(4)+Ct-“*(t-Z)5’*(X[t-Z])3=0 (E2) 
is oscillatory for all c > 0, by [4, Theorem 11. Also, all bounded solutions 
of the equation 
y(3)(t)+c*t-7’2(t-2)5’2 Iy[t-z]l@sgny[t--z] =0 (Ed 
are oscillatory for every c* >O, by [17, Theorem 31. 
All conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and hence Eq. (E,) is 
oscillatory. 
Next, let p = 8. From the above case, Eq. (E2) is oscillatory, and by 
[6, Theorem l(ii)], every solution y of Eq. (E,) is either oscillatory or 
y(‘)(t) + 0 monotonically as t + co, i = 0, 1, 2. Thus, all conditions of 
Theorem 3 are satisfied and hence every solution x of Eq. (E,) is either 
oscillatory or x(‘)(t) + 0 monotonically as t + co, i = 1, 2, 3. One such 
solution is x(t) = fi. 
We may note that the known oscillation criteria in [13] are not 
applicable to Eq. (E,), since I + p > 1. 
In the following theorem, we give a sufficient condition for Eq. (1) to be 
oscillatory. In fact, we relate oscillation of Eq. (1) to oscillation of a certain 
set of differential equations; namely, 
Y (‘-l)(t)+fl,t’q(t) Iy[t-z]l”+psgny[t--]=O (11.1) 
and 
w**(t)+e,K,t”lq(t) lw[t-u]l”+psgnw[t-a]=O, i = 3, 5, . . . . n - 1, 
(1l.i) 
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where 
oi (i = 1, 3, . . . . n - 1) are positive constants; 
Ki=(n-i)! (i-l)! 
L(‘)i(&)p, i=3,5 ,..., n-l, 
and 
a,=n-i-l+IZ(i-l)+p(i-2), i = 3, 5, . . . . n - 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let condition (2) hold. If for every ei, 0 < 0,. < 1 
(i = 1, 3, . . . . n- 1) the Eq. (1l.i) (i=3, 5, . . . . n - 1) are oscillatory and every 
bounded solution of Eq. (11.1) is oscillatory, then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proo$ Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1 ), say x(t) > 0 for 
t > t,. By Lemma 1, there exist a t1 2 t, and an integer 1~ { 1, 3, . . . . n - 1) 
such that (5) holds for t > t,. By Taylor series, we have 
n-1 
X(l)(t)= C (-l)~-l(~~~~)~lx(j)(s)f(-l)~-l 
j=l 
x s(U--t)n---- 
I f (n-Z--l)! 
x(“)(u) du for s>t>t,. 
Using (2) and the fact that n + I is odd, we obtain 
xq t) 2 s 
qu-tt)--l 
f (n-I--l)! q(u)(x[u - z])” (x*[u - CT])” du. 
Letting s + co we obtain 
x(‘)(t) 2 I 
00 (u-t)“-‘-’ 
t (n-Z--l)! q(u)(x[u - z])” (x.[u - ~1)~ du, t2 t,. (12) 
Integrating (12) from tl to t we have 
xu- l’(t) > xu- 1) 00 (u-s)“-l-1 
(tl)+f,:[ (n-l-l)! 
x q(u)(x[u - z])” (x*[u - 01)” du ds 
x q(u)(x[u - T-J)” (x*[u - 03)” du 
+fm (s,: (;n-/y;;ll ds) q(u)(x[u-z])” (x*[u-rr])” du. 
t 
(13) 
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Using the inequality 
in (13), we obtain 
q(u)(x[u- z])’ (x.[u- a])” du. 
(14) 
Denote the right hand side of (14) by w(t). As is easily verified, w(t) is 
positive and satisfies the equation 
w.(t)+(‘-t’)“-~-l 
(n-l)! 
q(t)(x[t-z])“(x.[t-a])“=O, t>r,. (15) 
Next, suppose that Z> 1. By Lemma 2, there exist a t, > t, and constants 
t1-r, tJ,-* in (0,l) such that for tat* 
(t-t)‘- l 
xCt-~l~L1 (f-l)! x+ ‘)[t - z] 
and 
(t-r+* 
x*Ct-fJl~5r-2 (lp2)! x(‘-qt-01. 
Using the fact that x(‘- ‘) (t) is an increasing function for t B tl and 0 > r, 
we have 
(t - Is)‘- l 
xCt-~l2L1 (1-1)! w[t-o], t> t, 
(t--a)‘-* 
x.Ct-~l~L* (1-2)! @t-al, tat*. 
Combining (15), (16), and (17) yields 
w.-(t)+r,K,(t-tl)“~‘-’ (t--a)(‘-l’“+u-*)P q(t)(w[t - a])“‘” 
d 0, tat,, (18) 
where qr= <j?I’)“~~k~‘” in (0, 1). 
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Thus, there exists a t2 2 t2 and constants or, 0 < 8, < 1, I> 1 so that 
w*(t)+O,K,t~‘q(t)(W[t-o])A+p<o for t2t3. (19) 
Now, from [l, Lemma l] it follows that the equation 
w..(t)+ e,K,t*‘q(t)(w[t-o])“+“=o, t>:f, 
has an eventually positive solution. But this is impossible by the 
hypothesis. 
The proof when I= 1 is done exactly as the proof for this case in 
Theorem 3, and hence will be omitted. 
Remark 1. If we let p = 0 in condition (2), then by Theorem 4, we see 
that the equation 
x(“)(t)+q(t) Ix[t-2]1”sgnx[t-2]=0, n is even, (El 
is oscillatory, if the set of second order equations (1l.i) (i= 1, 3, . . . . n - 1) 
are oscillatory. This result extends a special case of Lovelady’s criterion in 
[14] to nonlinear equations of the above type. 
The following theorem is concerned with the comparison of the differen- 
tial equation (1) with Eq. (11.1) and 
y’(t)+BKt”q(t) Iy[t--](A+psgny[t-z]=O, (20) 
where 8 is a positive constant, a= (n- 1)1+ (n-2)~ and K= 
(l/(n- l)!)A (l/n-2)!)? 
THEOREM 5. Let z > 0 and condition (2) hold. If for every 0, 8,) 0 -C 8, 
8, < 1, every bounded solution of Eq. (11.1) is oscillatory and either 
(a) every bounded solution of Eq. (20) is oscillatory; or 
(b) every nonoscillatory solution y of Eq. (20) satisfies lim,, o. y(t) # 0, 
then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1). Assume 
x(t) >O for t > t,. By Lemma 1, there exist a tl 3 t,, and an integer 
ZE { 1, 3, . . . . n - 1 } such that (5) holds for t > t, . The proof in cas I = 1 is 
similar to the proof for this case in Theorem 3 and hence will be omitted. 
Next, let I> 1. By Lemma 2, there exist a t2 2 tl and constants 5, q in (0, 1) 
such that for t > t, 
5 x[t-T]2(&)! (t-T)“-‘X(“-l)Ct-~l (21) 
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Using (2), (21), and (22) in Eq. (l), we obtain 
0 > xy t) + pf ((;;i:nJ((;;:;)!*) 
x 4(t)@ ‘“-“[t-z]);” (X’“-1)[t-6])Y 
Since Q > z and x(” - l)(t) is decreasing on [t,, co ) we have 
X’“‘(t)+~%pK(t-o)aq(t)(X(n-l)[t-T])~+~’o for t&t*. (23) 
Set w(t) = xCn- l’(t), we obtain 
-wyt)>p~W(t-a)*q(t)(w[t-z])“+~. 
There exist a t3 > t2 and a constant 0 in (0, 1) such that 
-w(t)>eKtEq(t)(w[t-z])“+W for t3t3. 
Integrating the above inequality from t to U, we obtain 
w(t)>~(u)+\~BKPq(s)(w[s--T])‘+@ds. 
f 
Since lim, _ a, w(u) exists and is nonnegative, we have 
w(t)>jzm BZWq(s)(w[s-z])“+‘ds. 
The function w(t) = x(“- ‘) (t) is strictly decreasing on [t,, co ). Hence by [ 16, 
Theorem l] we conclude that there exists a positive solution w(t) of Eq. (20) 
with lim f -t m w(t) = 0. This contradicts the assumption of the theorem. 
Remark 2. Let p = 0 in condition (2). From Theorem 5, we can easily 
check that Eq. (E) is oscillatory if all bounded solutions of Eq. (20) are 
oscillatory. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We give some applications of our comparison theorems in order to 
illustrate the validity and demonstrate their significance. More precisely, we 
state some corollaries to the criteria presented in the previous section. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let n = 2 and condition (2) hold. Moreover, suppose that 
s O” A s q(s) ds = co, if 1+/.<1; (24) 
or, 
’ lim inf J /1(4 d-k if A+p=l. t-m e (25) 
Then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Prooj From Theorems 2, 4, and 5, Eq. (1) with n = 2, is oscillatory if 
for every 0, 0 < 8 < 1, all bounded solutions of the equation 
y*(t)+Bt”q(t) Iy[t-z]J”+flsgn y[t-z]=O (26) 
are oscillatory. Now, according to [ 11, Theorem 23, Eq. (26) is oscillatory if 
(24) holds and by [12, Theorem 11, Eq. (26) is oscillatory if (25) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2. Let n > 2 and condition (2) hold. rf A+ p < 1, 
J 
m 
s”q(s) ds = co, a=(n-1)1+(n-2)p (27) 
then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
ProoJ It follows from Theorem 5, [ll, Theorem 21, and [17, 
Theorem 31. 
COROLLARY 3. Let n > 2 and condition (2) hold. If A + ,u = 1, 
’ lim inf sNq(s) &, ((n -l)!)” ((n -219” 7 a=(n-l)A+(n-2)p *+a, J 1-T e 
(29) 
>i% sup JtL, [s - t + r]+3 s”q(s) ds > (n - 2)!, (30) 
then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
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Proof: It follows from Theorem 5, [12, Theorem 11, and [17, 
Theorem 11. 
COROLLARY 4. Let n > 2 and condition (2) hold. If, t’q(t) > Q’- ’ = 
positive constant, and 
Qze>(n-l), (31) 
then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof: It is an easy way to check that condition (29) of Corollary 3 is 
satisfied. Now, by [S, Theorem 11, for every 19, 0 < 0 < 1, the equation 
y’“-“(t)+OQn-‘y[t-z]=O 
is oscillatory, if condition (31) holds. 
Remark 3. One can draw more corollaries from Theorems 1-5, similar 
to those given above, also, one can obtain theorems similar to Theorem 2, 
concerning the oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of Eq. (1). The details 
are left to the reader. 
Finally, we illustrate our results by the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the undamped equation 
and the damped equation 
3/2 
(x[t-227111’ (x.[r-2rc](flsgnx[t-2rc]=0, t > 0, 
(Es) 
where J and p are positive constants. It is easy to check that Eq. (E4) is 
oscillatory for all 1> 0, by the results of Grace and Lalli [S], Eq. (E,) is 
oscillatory by Corollary 1 if A+ p < 1, and Eq. (E,) has a nonoscillatory 
solution x(t) = fi if A = 1 and p = 4. 
We observe that the damping term which appears in Eq. (ES) plays 
important role in preserving or disrupting the oscillatory character of the 
undamped equation (Ed). 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the damped equation 
x’“‘(t)+ t-1’3(X[t-T])1’3 (Xa[t-T])2’3=0, t > 0, n is even, (E6) 
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where z is a positive constant. Here 
t”q(t) = 1 = Q+‘, i.e., Q= 1. 
All conditions of Corollary 4 are satisfied if ze > II - 1, and hence Eq. (E6) 
is oscillatory. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the damped equation 




where ,u is a positive constant. All conditions of Corollaries 3 and 4 are 
satisfied for ,U < 4 and p = 4, respectively, and hence, Eq. (ET) is oscillatory 
if p<$. 
We note that Eq. (E,) has a nonoscillatory solution x(t) = In t if fl= 4. 
Once again, the disruption in the oscillatory character of Eq. (E,) is due 
to the change of the “damping size” or the constant p. 
Remark 4. The results of this paper are extendable to more general 
equations with deviating arguments of the form 
x’“‘(t) + @It, xCg1(t)l, x*Cg,(t)l) = 0, (32) 
where 6= fl, f: [to, co)x R2-+ R, gi: [to, co)+ R (i= 1,2) are con- 
tinuous, lim, -t m gi(t) = cc (i= 1,2), and the function f is assumed to 
satisfy a condition of type (2). The details concerning results similar to 
Theorems l-5 for Eq. (32) can be carried out as discussed in the proofs of 
these theorems and will not be done here. 
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